At the start of the twentieth century, chemistry was, arguably, widely perceived as the most fundamental science, but it was definitely perceived as the most useful science; chemists were the largest group of scientists in Britain, finding occupations right across the economy – in industry, government, academia and a range of other fields. They had been the first British professional group to be organised around a scientific discipline and chemists served as a model for other emerging British scientific and technical professions. After the Second World War, university provision for science in Britain increased rapidly and chemists continued to be the largest group of scientists, certainly on the criterion of being the largest number of graduates in any pure science subject, at least into the early 1970s. Chemists and chemical research were at the heart of a vigorous industry, which would also continue to expand into the 1970s. In the final decade of the twentieth century, however, there was a perception of ‘decline’. Using an anthropomorphic metaphor for the trajectory of the discipline of chemistry, David Knight described it as having become ‘middle-aged’ during the first half of the century.1 With the reputation of chemistry both enhanced and tarnished by participation in two world wars, its intellectual status appeared to be changing as, on the one hand, physics came to be seen as the most fundamental science while, on the other, biological sciences became the exciting frontier.

Knight’s volume was one of a clutch of general histories of chemistry published in Britain at about this time; another was W.H. Brock’s now standard volume.2 Not only did the more or less simultaneous appearance of these works signify a maturing of the sub-discipline of the history of chemistry, they also signified the historical importance of the discipline of chemistry itself at a time, certainly in the UK, of, as we now know, peak enrolments,3 coupled with financial stringency in academia, external pressures on the academy towards mission-oriented research arising from concern about an alleged lack of engagement between industry, academia and government, and talk – which would become reality early in the
twenty-first century—of departmental closures and amalgamations. On the continent, in their history of chemistry also published in the early 1990s, Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent and Isabelle Stengers argued that there had been a dilution of disciplinary identity with an intellectual shift from ‘chemistry’ to a range of ‘chemistries’ with adjectival prefixes, perhaps even a return to the handmaid status from which the discipline had emerged two centuries previously. The image of a centrifugal discipline captures this perception—a perception which analyses the discipline primarily in terms of research activity. Our approach, however, is to look at the discipline not in terms of research alone, but as a profession, from the perspectives of education and employment. That is, we examine who the chemists were. Looking at the education and careers of chemists who joined the profession between 1944 and 1971, we can see on the one hand precisely the centrifugal tendency of the emergence of ‘adjectival chemistries’, but on the other hand we can also see a simultaneous centripetal pull of a still potent core identity for chemistry—an educational side in terms of knowledge and skills and on the employment side in terms of a professional orientation defined in relation to that knowledge and those skills.

Consequent on government policy, the post-Second-World-War period was one of rapid growth in undergraduate numbers in Britain. From under 400 per year during most of the 1930s, the annual number of chemistry degrees doubled from 1948 to 1956 and tripled by 1966. 1969, when 2679 BScs in chemistry were awarded, was the peak year for undergraduate degrees in the period 1944-1971 on which we shall focus here. Although, the number of degrees awarded in other sciences also increased, what is striking in comparative terms is the continuing prominence of chemistry. Over the entire period to 1971, chemistry was the largest pure science degree cohort in Britain. It accounted consistently for roughly a quarter of all honours degrees awarded in pure science. By the early 1960s, some 55% of all those earning bachelors degrees in chemistry in Britain also went on to gain a PhD.

What was officially counted under the heading of ‘chemistry’ in 1971 by the University Grants Committee, the administrative body for higher education at the time, included degrees in nine sub-disciplines: applied chemistry, colour chemistry, industrial chemistry, inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, polymer chemistry, technical chemistry, and textile chemistry. Chemical technology, agricultural, biological, clinical and physiological chemistry were counted under other subject headings, while biochemistry and chemical engineering were separate subjects. Thus, the UGC considered as ‘chemistry’, not only the three major branches, but also a range of applied ‘chemistries’. Under
the UGC’s definition, what we might call the ‘biological’ chemistries were, by this time, seen as being distinct from chemistry. An even more fragmented image emerged from the 1971 Census of Population of Great Britain. It grouped under the subject heading ‘chemistry’ some 56 different ‘disciplines of first qualification’ listed by members of the population at large.8 Whereas the UGC’s list demonstrated an academic, administrative understanding of the shape of the field for a particular year, the census figures reflected individuals’ perceptions of what the subject of their education had been. The UGC figures were a snapshot for a particular year, whereas the census reported the qualifications of individuals aged from 18 to 70; that is, over a long period. Despite individuals’ declaration of such diversity, the Stone Report on the Future of University Chemistry, commissioned by the UGC in the 1980s, recorded that the vast majority of graduates still took their degrees in the three classic branches of inorganic, organic and physical chemistry.9

Calling chemistry a ‘central discipline’ both, in its interactions with its neighbours, physics and the biological sciences more generally, and in its economic role, the Stone Report was fundamentally concerned with what we might term a ‘pedagogic discipline’ of chemistry – how this resource-intensive subject should best be organized nationally for teaching. ‘The community, the chemical industry, and nearly all other industries need graduates who know the basis of their subject, who can find their way quickly through the maze of known facts, who know what methods might be used to solve new problems, and, above all, who are prepared to go on learning throughout their working lives’.10 Therefore, the report concluded, university chemical education should consist of a broad-based study of the principles of chemistry, with ancillary physics. With such foundations, any necessary specific training could be readily gained on the job – a much better route, it argued, than vocationally oriented higher education. Elsewhere, we have called this model a ‘liberal education’ in chemistry. This argument on the basis of ‘pedagogical efficiency’ was remarkably congruent with the principles laid down in Britain in the 1840s, when the discipline was articulated there in institutional terms.11

A great deal is thus known about the supply of qualified chemists available to the labour market, and the picture is by no means as negative as has at times been suggested. However, it is much harder to find data about chemists’ behaviour in the labour market. The evidence used tends to be either university enquiries into the first destinations of their graduates, or one-off surveys in particular years – both of which focus on individuals at particular points in time. Our methodology is to study collectively the whole careers of successive cohorts of individuals who
defined themselves as chemists by joining one or more of the three principal British chemical organizations over the period 1880-1971: the [Royal] Institute of Chemistry\textsuperscript{12} (f. 1877), the Chemical Society\textsuperscript{13} (f. 1841) and the Society of Chemical Industry\textsuperscript{14} (f. 1881). In this paper, we offer some preliminary reflections based on our analysis of those who joined in the post-war period from 1944-1971.\textsuperscript{15} Over that period the total membership of the three societies, adjusted for overlap, increased from roughly 14,700 to 36,700. Allowing for deaths, resignations and lapsed members, this increase of 22,000 in annual membership means in fact that some 37,000 individuals joined one or more of the societies over the period. That amounts to an average of about 1050 chemists joining each year during 1944-1956, increasing to 1500 per year during 1957-1971.\textsuperscript{16} These are the chemists whom we profile in this paper; we have information on the careers of about 90% of them.\textsuperscript{17}
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\begin{tabular}{lrrrr}
 & \multicolumn{2}{c}{1944-1956} & \multicolumn{2}{c}{1957-1971} \\
& N = 13354 & n = 647 & N = 20729 & n = 711 \\
\hline
\textbf{All} & \textbf{Sector} & \textbf{All} & \textbf{Sector} \\
\hline
Academia: Total & 38 & 100 & 38 & 100 \\
Only & 11 & 30 & 13 & 35 \\
& Industry & 15 & 38 & 12 & 33 \\
& Government & 7 & 19 & 7 & 17 \\
All 3 & 5 & 13 & 6 & 15 \\
Government: Total & 33 & 100 & 25 & 100 \\
Only & 8 & 24 & 4 & 18 \\
& Industry & 13 & 39 & 9 & 34 \\
& Academia & 7 & 22 & 7 & 26 \\
All 3 & 5 & 16 & 6 & 22 \\
Industry: Total & 71 & 100 & 64 & 100 \\
Only & 38 & 54 & 37 & 58 \\
& Government & 13 & 18 & 9 & 14 \\
& Academia & 15 & 21 & 12 & 19 \\
All 3 & 5 & 7 & 6 & 9 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Note: N is the calculated number on whom we have employment information; n is the number in the sample on whom we have employment information.
A particularly striking feature of chemists’ employment, which is revealed by a whole-career rather than snapshot approach, is the extent to which they worked across sectors of the economy. The table, ‘Employment Sectors (%),’ shows the principal employment sectors in which our two post-war cohorts worked, as a percentage of the cohorts as a whole (columns headed ‘All’) and also as a percentage of those employed in each sector (columns headed ‘Sector’). The pattern is fairly consistent between the cohorts. Multi-sector working explains why the ‘Totals’ rows in the columns headed ‘All’ in the table add up to more than 100%. In both periods, just over 20% worked in 3 or more sectors during the course of their careers, while the percentage working in two different sectors of the economy fell slightly from 34% to 27%.

The columns headed ‘Sector’ show that some 65-70% of academics, a category in which we have here included school teachers, spent at least part of their careers working in another sector. This was also the case for 75 to 80% of those employed in government. Even among chemists in industry, the majority employment sector throughout our work, more than 40% worked elsewhere at some point in their career. Of course, the length of posts in particular sectors varied enormously. Those in the overlap segments will include many who spent just a few years working in one sector before building their career in another. However, the whole-career behaviour of chemists thus indicates that inter-sector boundaries were not as rigid as sometimes suggested.

Equally important, but not illustrated in our table, are movements within each sector, across intra-sector boundaries. For example, within academia, there was movement between colleges and universities. Within the industry category, chemists moved between working in the chemical industry or in large firms, to working in other industries and/or in smaller firms. For example, about two-thirds of the firms in which chemists from both cohorts worked were in the chemical industry and roughly 60% in other industries. Even within the chemical industry, a very high proportion of chemists moved among branches –our industrial chemists worked in some 22 classes of the Standard Industrial Classification [1981]. They also moved between firms within and among the classes. Chemists in the 1944-1956 cohort worked in some 700 separate firms in the chemical industry. We suggest therefore that is essential to move away from seeing chemists’ employment in discrete boxes to recognising the extent and significance of occupational mobility, transferring knowledge and expertise from one workplace to another.

Geographical mobility was also characteristic of chemists’ careers. Across the two cohorts, roughly 40% worked abroad for some part of their careers.20 This figure
includes chemists born elsewhere who studied or worked in Britain or countries
of its Empire, as all the chemical societies had large overseas memberships. Only
the Royal Institute of Chemistry (RIC) required British nationality of its members
in our period. 17% of the 1944-1956 cohort and 22% of the 1957-1971 cohort of
chemists in our RIC samples who were born in the UK worked abroad. Adding in
the British nationals born in the Dominions or wider Empire gives a figure of
about 30% working overseas for both RIC samples. Almost 60% of chemists
moved between regions in the UK, while roughly 30% moved more than once.22
Close to a third of each of the cohorts worked in Greater London and approximate-
ly a further quarter worked in counties of the southeast. The only other regional
figures larger than 10% are 21% falling to 16% in the northwest and 11% of the
first cohort in the West Midlands and in Scotland, falling to 6% and 8% respecti-
vately.23 To some extent, this is of course a reflection of the metropolitan focus of
the societies from which we have drawn our samples, despite all three being
national, indeed international, bodies. 18% of the first cohort and 26% of the sec-
ond both moved geographically and changed sector.

This degree of occupational and geographical mobility is easier to describe than to
explain. We are still working on the analysis, which is likely to be economic and
as much to do with circumstances within the various sectors in which chemists
worked as with the nature of their chemical activities. For example, the geographi-
cal pattern suggests that chemists were affected by shifts over time in the loca-
tion of industry in Britain.24 Furthermore, we noted for chemists from our previ-
ous cohort, 1918-1943, the reflection in their careers of a shift in the wider econ-
omy to more structured, hierarchical career ladders, which entailed mobility as
individuals sought to move up them. For the 1957-1971 cohort, there has been a
further shift to portfolio careers, which entail mobility for different reasons.25 It
should also be noted that, when we look at the careers of individuals, they were
highly particular and varied, despite each being allocable to our categories.
Individual agency remained important.

Given the degree of mobility which we have shown, what is of most interest to us
for purposes of this paper is that chemists were in fact able to move in this mann-
er. Despite the apparent centrifugal tendencies suggested by the multiplication of
specialities, and the huge array of specialist fields in which they worked, there
was a countervailing centripetal tendency as well. Chemists had and were seen to
have—by virtue of their liberal education in chemistry—core transferable knowl-
dge and skills which allowed them to move from sector to sector, as well as with-
in a sector. These were the core values of the liberal independent practitioner.26
Their professional identity was that of chemists, rather than ‘adjectival chemists’.
Their experience of work, especially for those who moved between sectors must have been such that they could adapt readily, giving them a certain professional elasticity that employers must have recognized and valued. We would argue that, certainly chemists produced in the period up to 1971, some of whose careers are still ongoing, thus maintained a distinct professional disciplinary identity. Interestingly, this identity has been reinforced recently from the perspective of pedagogy. Following a period of disciplinary gloom as undergraduate chemistry enrolments fell and prominent British chemistry departments were closed down in the early years of the twenty-first century, chemistry has been described recently as ‘experiencing a renaissance’ in Britain, with increased government funding and the undergraduate intake once more on the increase.27 Prestigious new teaching laboratories have been opened on the basis of the pedagogical efficiency of teaching core chemical skills and knowledge, essential to a wide range of research and employment.28 Arguably, the pedagogical and the professional are jointly centripetal in effect.
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